
5 days of BASQUE COUNTRY 
cycling experience AROUND 

SAN SEBASTIAN



BASQUE COUNTRY 

CYCLING

BCC is born from our passion for 

cycling and for our region. 

In such a small area, the mixture of 

sensations that can be found in the 

Basque Country, could hardly be 

enjoyed in any other place. Our 

routes along the coast or the inland, 

linked to the Basque Gastronomy of 

the Michelin Stars, Pintxos or the 

small restaurants visited only by 

locals, will make the Basque Country 

Cycling Experience unique. 

From the Pyrenees to the Rioja 

winery region finishing in the coast 

of San Sebastian.



5 DAYS OF BASQUE COUNTRY 
CYCLING EXPERIENCE AROUND SAN 

SEBASTIAN



// CYCLING

DAY 1

// SAN SEBASTIAN-

HONDARRIBI

// 85 km // 1440m+





// CULINARY

RESTAURANTE SINGULAR

Iñigo Lavado worked with the

best chefs worlwide. He’s a 

passionate cyclist. He’s our

friend. Nothing more to say.
http://inigolavado.com/



// CYCLING

DAY 2

IGELDO-GARATE-AIA

// 93km // 1400m+





// CYCLING

DAY 3

CLÁSICA SAN SEBASTIÁN

// 70km // 1200m+





// CYCLING

DAY 4

// TOLOSA-LEITZA-

LEKUBBERRI-ALTZO

// 70 km // 1350m+





// CYCLING

DAY 5
SAN SEBASTIAN-GOIZUETA-TOLOSA

// 105km // 1.650m+





// CULINARY

TYPICAL CIDER HOUSE

Historically, the sagardotegis (cider houses) 

nestled in the hills around San Sebastián only sold 

one thing - Basque ciders are flatter than their 

European counterparts and less alcoholic, typically 

between five and six per cent. Then in the 1970s, 

gastronomic clubs on day trips to buy cider 

brought their own food and cooked it.

This is the start of this great gastronomic 

experience.



ITINERARY

SUNDAY Afternoon Arrival to hotel Punta Monpás. Our offices are 50 meters from hotel.

Fitting rental bikes for the ones that rented the bikes

Mounting the bikes for the ones that decided to take their bikes with them.

Evening Dinner at your own.

If you need suggestions for dinner just let us know. San Sebastián is the capital of the gastronomy.

MONDAY 8.00 AM Stage number 1

This day in the morning we'll need you give us your spare clothing and towel in a bag in order to take a shower after the ride.

Before having lunch in Iñigo Lavado's restaurant.

4.00 PM Transfer from restaurant to hotel.

Evening Dinner at your own.

If you need suggestions for dinner just let us know. San Sebastián is the capital of the gastronomy.

TUESDAY 8.00 AM Stage number 2

We'll do a light lunch stop during the ride. After it, we'll continue with the ride.

Arrival to hotel

Evening Dinner at your own.

If you need suggestions for dinner just let us know. San Sebastián is the capital of the gastronomy.

WEDNESDAY 8.00 AM Stage number 3

We'll do a light lunch stop during the ride. After it, we'll continue with the ride.

Arrival to hotel

Evening Dinner at your own.

If you need suggestions for dinner just let us know. San Sebastián is the capital of the gastronomy.

THURSDAY 8.00 AM Stage number 4

Short van transfer to Tolosa where our stage will start and finish.

We'll do a light lunch stop during the ride. After it, we'll continue with the ride.

Transfer to hotel

Evening Dinner at your own.

If you need suggestions for dinner just let us know. San Sebastián is the capital of the gastronomy.

FRIDAY 8.00 AM Stage number 5

We'll do a light lunch stop during the ride. After it, we'll continue with the ride.

Arrival to hotel

Evening Van transfer for Cider house dinner in Petritegui Cider House.

SATURDAY Morning Leaving the hotel.



What's included.

English speaking guides during all the rides.

Third party insurance.

Driver and van during all the rides.

Bars, gels and sports drinks during the rides.

Pintxo stop or light lunch with one drink during the ride.

Full carbon fiber rental bike with pedals, and helmet.

Road E bike as an option at no cost.

Transfers when needed during the rides.

Lunch in Iñigo Lavado's restaurant on Monday

Dinner in Cider house Petritegi on Friday

Double room in hotel Punta Monpás from Sunday to Saturday.

Buffet breakfast in hotel.

What's NOT included.

Transfers from airport to hotel or from hotel to airport. If needed, we can organize and budget it.

Dinners, except the one in Friday. San Sebastián has so many options. We'll help you.

Single room. If needed we'll budget it for you.

Any alcoholic drink out of the ones included during the lunch and dinner.

If you need extra days in the hotel, please let us know and we'll arrange it.

Activities for companions. If you're interested in having touristic activities any of your companions

we have a list of possible activities, as cooking classes, surf classes or cultural visits.

GROUP Min. 4 cyclists

Max. 12 cyclists

PRICE From 4 to 7 cyclists 1.850 euros

From 8 to 12 cyclists 1.690 euros

DATES 23th-27th April

13th-17th May

24th-28th June

30th Sept- 4th Oct



// EXTRA INFORMATION

PRICE DETAILS

Price Includes: VAT 

PAYMENT & CANCELATION POLICY

Payment: 25% of the total price at the moment of reservation. 

Total payment 30 days before trip.

Cancelation: 
50% of the total payment will be charged in case of cancelation 30 days or less before 

the trip. 

100% of the total payment will be charged in case of cancelation 10 days or less 

before the trip. 

OTHER INFORMATION

The guide reserves the right to modify the itinerary at any moment due to safety reasons, weather 

conditions or the physical condition of the client.

In case we are obligated to cancel any activities due to climate/weather conditions or for safety measures, 

the total price of the activity will be refunded. 

Prices can change due to the fact that there is not an exact date of arrival/departure

Other activities & dinner plans can be added to your current itinerary, for more information please contact 

us. 

The distance and difficulty of the routes will be adapted to each customer. 



WWW.BASQUECOUNTRYCYCLING.COM


